
Intelligent Fuel Management is a 
Unique Fuel Management System, 
which has made a huge impact on 
the market. Top transport 
companies and vehicle fleet 
owners have outsourced their fuel 
management
to us - where every single fuel 
transaction is managed on a daily 
basis through our Bureau Centre 
using the Fuel Manager system.

Intelligent Fuel
Management
A fuel management product 
that talks to the bottom line.

Fuel theft, fraud and abuse have a huge impact on the profit 
margins of Fleet Operators, and in some instances have resulted 
in companies having to close their doors.

The market is flooded with various anti-syphoning devices, alleged smart cards and “theft 
or fraud” proof electronic fuel dispensing systems. While some of these products have 
contributed to reducing fuel theft or fraud, they have done little to prevent this practice 
from continuing. 

Based on analyses done by us, as well as various high profile fuel fraud investigations, 
there is an indication that fuel theft or fraud is on the increase.



Reporting

Bureau Centre

Reaping the benefits of managing the 
single most important variable cost 
element of your fleet.

For details on these services and their restrictions, terms and conditions, 

           Visit www.avisfleet.co.za

           Call us 0800 540 740 (weekdays between 8am and 5pm)

The Bureau offers the following
      Electronic data imports
      Daily detailed fuel related alerts
      Weekly fuel usage reports
      An audit trail - keeping record 
      of all

1 Plus a month end report pack including
      A fuel summary report
      Top 15 loss report
      Detailed reporting per vehicle
      Detailed reporting top 15
      Including actual vs. norm
      CPK, litre and rand loss graphs
      Usage per cost centre
      Usage per vehicle make
      Usage per fuel station
      CO2 emissions
      Non-fuel transaction on fuel cards
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Outsourcing your fuel management to Avis Budget Fleet Rental, ensures that your fuel 
is managed on a daily basis, per transaction, in a consolidated database. This means 
that we can accommodate various different sources of fuel data from different service 
providers and manage it in a singledatabase.

Reports are e-mailed to the designated 
recipients and an overview of the account
is given, including potential % loss, 
individual suspect vehicles and suspect 
transactions.

Get your free fuel data analysis today


